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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses the problem of joint location and
orientation estimation of a receiver using only Angle
Of Arrival (AOA) information. Conventional formula-
tions of the problem consist of a number of nonlinear
equations where the number of unknowns exceeds the
number of equations. However, formulations presented
in this paper simplifies the problem in a way that leads
of efficient solutions. Two solutions are presented and
their performance is compared via simulations using an
indoor application as an example. Results emphasize
the effectiveness of the the proposed methods.

1. Introduction

The problem of locating an object or a device is an
important problem in many fields (e.g., [1, 2, 3, 4]). A
special case is the source localization problem, where
a signal emitter is to be localized utilizing a number of
sensors configured as a fixed array. This problem has
received much attention, with many techniques having
been proposed in the literature (e.g., [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]).
Another case, is when a mobile receiver device is to be
localized with respect to fixed emitters. This problem
has been discussed in the literature (e.g., [8, 9, 10, 11]).
Recently, localization of a mobile device in an indoor
environment has emerged as an important problem for
many modern applications. In particular, this paper is
concerned with the receiver localization problem in the
context of ubiquitous computing systems, for which lo-
cation awareness has been demonstrated to be one of
the most important components [8, 9]. For these sys-
tems, the receiving device must determine its own lo-
cation to ensure privacy.

Coupled with location, another important piece of
information is the orientation of the mobile device [12].
Orientation can be thought of as the identifier that an-
swers the question as to where the device is pointing.
This is very useful for Human Computer Interaction
(HCI).

In this paper, the problem of receiver location and
orientation estimation using Time-Difference Of Ar-
rival (TDOA) or Angle Of Arrival (AOA) informa-
tion is considered. By TDOA we mean the difference
in the delay of a signal received by two sensors that
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are part of the receiving device. The techniques pre-
sented in this paper, despite focusing more on indoor
location-orientation for ubiquitous computing systems,
are quite generic and can be applied to various situa-
tions in which receiver location and orientation is of
interest.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2
presents related works. In Section 3, a general prob-
lem description is given. Solutions to the problem are
proposed in Section 4. Simulation results are presented
in Section 5, and Section 6 gives the conclusions of the
paper.

2. Related Works

Navigation systems such as the GPS (Global Po-
sitioning System) [11] are related to this work as they
focus on locating a receiver based on signals originat-
ing from known locations. These systems are based
on measuring the distance from the receiver to at lease
three transmitters with known locations using signal
Time-Of-Flight (TOF), then trilateration [13] is applied
to determine the receiver location. Formulations for
determining the receiver orientation (referred to as at-
titude in the GPS literature) have been derived (e.g.,
[14, 15, 16]). The orientation determination uses the
phase-difference observed by at least two sensors that
are part of the receiving device.

In [17], location is determined using trilateration
in much similar way to the GPS. In the same reference,
orientation is determined based on AOA.

In this paper, we present methods showing that
only TDOA /AOA information is needed for determin-
ing both the location and orientation of the receiver
in 3D. A direct advantage of this is to reduce system
complexity by removing the synchronization require-
ment associated with TOF determination. It should be
noted here that the GPS formulations of the orienta-
tion problem are much affected by the phase-difference
ambiguity problem due to the separation of the sensors
being grater than the half wavelength of the received
signal. In this paper we use a straightforward formula-
tion assuming unambiguous TDOA /AOA estimates. If
necessary, disambiguation can be performed using one
of the methods discussed in the literature (e.g., [18]).
It should also be mentioned that, a similar location-
orientation problem for mobile robot was discussed in



the literature (e.g., [10]), however it is limited to 2D
only. Adding a third dimension increases the complex-
ity of the problem significantly.

3. Problem Description

The scenario considered in this paper assumes Nb
beacons with fixed and known locations. The receiver
contains Ns sensors that are used to provide TDOA/
AOA information with a certain degree of accuracy.
Angles are measured relative to the device’s local axes.
The goal is to find the location and orientation of the
receiver in 3D based on the available TDOA/AOA in-
formation only. Location of a 3D object with non trivial
dimensions can be thought of as the location of a point
on that object. Orientation can be represented by the
global unit vectors corresponding to the directions of
each of the receiver’s local Cartesian axes (X̄ , Ȳ ,Z̄ as
depicted in Fig. 1). The difficulty of the problem stems
from the fact that with unknown receiver orientation,
AOA information becomes ambiguous since the frame
of reference is not fixed.

4. Proposed solutions

The most straightforward formulation for the prob-
lem is to use two sensors. In such a case, the location-
orientation problem is transformed into a problem of
locating the two sensors. TDOAs of Nb signals mea-
sured between these two sensors result in the following
set of equations:

‖ bk− s1 ‖ − ‖ bk− s2 ‖= c δ12,k, k = 1, ...,Nb (1)

where s1 and s2 are the position vectors of the two sen-
sors; bk is the position vector for beacon k; δ12,k is the
TDOA between the two sensors; c is the speed of prop-
agation; and ‖ . ‖ denotes the Euclidean norm. From
(1), it can be seen that solving for s1 and s2 requires at
least six independent equations (which requires at least
six non collinear beacons). The equations are nonlinear
and their solution was found to be quite involved. Nu-
merical solutions were found to be inefficient with con-
vergence possible only when the initial guess is very
close to the true solution. Due to this complication, al-
ternative approaches were sought.

4.1. Solutions Using Four Sensors

In this subsection, using four coplanar sensors on
the receiver device is proposed as a solution to the
location-orientation problem. Precisely, we assume
two orthogonal pairs of sensors as depicted in Fig. 1.
The purpose of this configuration is to provide 3D AOA
information. The receiver’s local coordinate system is
assumed to coincide with the baselines of these two
pairs of sensors (see Fig. 1). Based on the TDOA in-
formation provided by these sensors, one can formu-
late the problem in a similar way to Eq. (1). Four
non collinear sensors typically provide three distinct
TDOAs. Consequently to solve for all the sensor lo-
cations requires at least 12 equations from four non

collinear beacons. Due to the difficulty already encoun-
tered in solving (1), we will consider an alternative ap-
proach.

The approach adopted in this subsection is based
on converting TDOA to AOA. It is well known that
TDOA can be converted to AOA based on the assump-
tion that the emitter is sufficiently far from the sensors
(the far-field assumption). In such a case, the hyper-
boloid defined by TDOA can be approximated by a
cone by considering only the asymptotes of the hyper-
boloid [3]. Based on this assumption, the two TDOA
equations from the two orthogonal pairs of sensors de-
fine the unit vector of the Line Of Sight (LOS) of each
beacon from the centroid of the sensors positions (the
origin in Fig. 1). The unit vector to each beacon can
hence be expressed as

ūk = [cosαk cosβk cosγk]
T , k = 1, ...,Nb (2)

where αk, βk and γk are the angles with the three local
axes X̄ , Ȳ and Z̄, respectively (see Fig. 1). The values
of cosαk and cosβk are determined from the TDOAs
using

cosαk =
cδ12,k

‖ s2− s1 ‖
cosβk =

cδ34,k

‖ s4− s3 ‖ (3)

where δ12,k and δ34,k are the TDOAs of the signal from
beacon k, between each of the orthogonal pairs of sen-
sors (see Fig. 1). The value of cosγk is further deter-
mined from cosαk and cosβk using

cosγk =
(
1− cos2 αk− cos2 βk

)0.5
. (4)

In (4), only the positive root has been considered. This
is motivated by the fact that the maximum value that γk
can take, without loss of LOS due to the panel where
the sensors are mounted, is π/2, as illustrated in Fig. 2.
It should be noted that ūk in (2) are estimates of the
unit vectors, however, for simplicity of notation, the
estimation symbol “ ˆ ” is ignored in this case and also
in subsequent cases.

4.1.1. Solution 1. Now, taking the unit vectors uk
pairwise and performing the dot-product, the following
set of equations is obtained:

(bi−m) · (b j−m) =

‖ bi−m ‖‖ b j−m ‖ ūT
i ū j,

{i, j} ⊂ {1, ...,Nb}, i 6= j (5)

where m , [x yz]T is the position vector of the centroid
of the sensors positions, and is the center of the local-
ization problem; “·” is the dot-product operator; and

ūT
i ū j ≡ cosθi j (6)

with θi j the angles between the two LOS lines to bea-
con i and beacon j (see θ12 in Fig. 1). Eq. (5) represents
a system of nonlinear equations in m. Since m is a



triad, a minimum of three beacons (i.e three equations)
are required to find the location of the receiver. Eq. (5)
has the advantage that the unknowns pertaining to the
receiver orientation are excluded from the formulation,
and the orientation problem can hence be handled sub-
sequently using the location information obtained from
the solution of (5). This allows for location and orienta-
tion determination using only three beacons. Assuming
Nb = 3, Eq. (5) can be written as

fi j(m) = 0,{i, j} ⊂ {1, ...,3}, i 6= j (7)

where

fi j(m) = (bi−m) · (b j−m)
− ‖ bi−m ‖‖ b j−m ‖ ūT

i ū j. (8)

Eq. (7) represents three surfaces that are formed
by rotating circle arcs around their chords. The chords
in this case are the line segments between each pair of
beacons. One such surface can be the internal surface
of a spindle torus [19] (when θi j < π/2), the external
surface of a spindle torus (when θi j > π/2), or a sphere
(when θi j = π/2). The intersection of three such sur-
faces is the location of the receiver.

It should be noted that Eq. (7), when expanded, is
differentiable in in x, y and z and can hence be solved
using the well known Newton-Raphson (NR) method
[20]. In fact the problem is found to be well suited for
solution using the NR method. The method has been
found to converge in most cases when a good initial
guess ia available. A good guess has always been found
to be one with the three component values taking suffi-
ciently large absolute values.

Having found the location m of the receiver, ori-
entation can readily be determined. Orientation can be
defined as a rotation matrix of the coordinate system.
The rotation matrix can be defined as

A = [a1 a2 a3] ,




cosθxx̄ cosθyx̄ cosθzx̄
cosθxȳ cosθyȳ cosθzȳ
cosθxz̄ cosθyz̄ cosθzz̄




(9)
where θvw̄ is the angle that the w-axis of the receiver
makes with the global v-axis. The rows of A are the di-
rections of orientation of the three receiver axes respec-
tively. A rotation of any vector from the local receiver
coordinate system to the global coordinate system can
be achieved using

ū = Au. (10)

The matrix A can be determined if at least three direc-
tion vectors are known in both the global and the local
coordinate systems. Such vectors can be ūk (as in (2))
and uk, k = 1, ...,3. The latter can be determined (when
m is known) as

uk =
bk−m

‖ bk−m ‖ . (11)

Now define

U , [u1 u2 u3]
T

Ū , [ū1 ū2 ū3]
T . (12)

From (10), it directly follows that

Ū = AU (13)

and consequently

A = ŪU−1. (14)

From (14), it can be observed that A can be determined
only if U is nonsingular, a condition that can be satis-
fied only if the beacons and the receiver do not lie on a
plane where one of the three coordinates is a constant.
Nevertheless, it is found that, even in the latter case,
A can be determined by exploiting the orthogonality of
its columns. In the sequel, we determine A when the
beacons and the receiver lie on a plane z = c, where c
is a constant. In this case, column 3 of the matrix U is
expected to contain all zero values. The consequence
of this is to eliminate cosθzx̄, cosθzȳ and cosθzz̄ from
Eq. (13). Manipulating Eq. (13) results in the follow-
ing three systems of equations:

Qax̄ = qx̄

Qaȳ = qȳ

Qaz̄ = qz̄ (15)

where

ax̄ ,
[

cosθxx̄
cosθyx̄

]
aȳ ,

[
cosθxȳ
cosθyȳ

]
az̄ ,

[
cosθxz̄
cosθyz̄

]

qx̄ ,




ū1,x
ū2,x
ū3,x


 qȳ ,




ū1,y
ū2,y
ū3,y


 qz̄ ,




ū1,z
ū2,z
ū3,z




Q ,




u1,x u1,y
u2,x u2,y
u3,x u3,y


 (16)

where a subscript “k,v” (with k a numerical value and
v a character ) associated with u and ū denotes the
v component of the vectors uk and ūk respectively.
Eq. (15) represents three overdetermined systems of
linear equations that have Least Squares (LS) solutions

ax̄ =
(
QT Q

)−1 QT qx̄

aȳ =
(
QT Q

)−1 QT qȳ

az̄ =
(
QT Q

)−1 QT qz̄. (17)

Eq. (17) determines the elements of the two columns
a1 and a2. The third column a3 is orthogonal to both a1
and a2, and can hence be determined using the vector
cross-product as

a3 = a1×a2. (18)

4.1.2. Solution 2. The following formulation pro-
vides an alternative approach to solve the location-
orientation problem. From Fig. 1, using the cosine rule
leads to the following system of equations:

f (ri,r j) = 0, i, j ⊂ {1, ...,3}, i 6= j (19)

where f (ri,r j) are defined as

f (ri,r j) = r2
i + r2

j −2rir j ūT
i ū j−d2

i j (20)



where rk =‖ rk ‖ and di j =‖ di j ‖. Eq. (19) represents
three elliptic cylinders in the space spanned by the vec-
tor r , [r1 r2 r3]

T . Each cylinder is aligned along one
of the coordinate axes. Again the NR method can be
used to solve (19) effectively. In fact, the solution of
Eq. (19) is less cumbersome compared to that of (7)
in terms of both computational complexity and con-
vergence speed. Better convergence is obtained when
the initial guess contains three positive values. Solving
Eq. (19), the vector r can be used to determine both the
location and the orientation of the receiver. Location
can be determined using trilateration [13]. However,
with the information in hand orientation and then loca-
tion can be obtained using closed-form formulae.

To determine orientation, three vectors expressed
in both the local and global coordinate systems are re-
quired as described in Section (4.1.1). From Fig. 1,
using r obtained from solving Eq. (19), we have

d̄i j = riūi− r jū j,{i, j} ⊂ {1, ...,3}, i 6= j. (21)

The global counterparts of the vectors in Eq. (21) can
directly be calculated as

di j =
b j−bi

‖ b j−bi ‖ . (22)

Given (21) and (22) the rotation matrix can be deter-
mined in a similar way to (14) as

A = D̄D−1 (23)

where D and D̄ are 3×3 matrices defined as

D , [d12 d23 d31]
T

D̄ ,
[
d̄12 d̄23 d̄31

]T
. (24)

Alternatively, if D is singular due to the beacons lying
on a plane z = c, the LS solution for A is given by (17)
and (18) with Q, qx̄, qȳ and qz̄ defined as

qx̄ ,




d̄12,x
d̄23,x
d̄31,x


 qȳ ,




d̄12,y
d̄23,y
d̄31,y


 qz̄ ,




d̄12,z
d̄23,z
d̄31,z




Q ,




d12,x d12,y
d23,x d23,y
d31,x d31,y


 (25)

The receiver location m can now be determined using
the relationship

r̄k = rkūk = Ark

= A(bk−m) ,k = 1, ...,3 (26)

where rk and r̄k are the LOS vectors to beacon k in
the global and local coordinate system respectively.
Eq. (26) can be solved for m for each value of k result-
ing in three estimates for m. Generally, in a noisy sce-
nario, these three estimates constitute a triangle whose
centroid can be taken as the final location estimate. In
other words, m can be estimated from (26) using

m =
1
3

3

∑
k=1

bk−AT r̄k (27)

where AT has replaced A−1 due to the fact that A is
unitary.

1 2
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Beacon 1
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23d

31d
12d
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2r 3r

12θ
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Y
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kα
kβkγ

kr

Receiver

Fig. 1: Sensors and beacons configuration.

LOS

Beacon k

kγ
Z X

kr

NLOS

Fig. 2: Limitation of the angle γ . Plain arrows point
to the direction of LOS while the arrows with squares
point to the direction of NLOS (Non LOS).

5. Simulation Results

The two solutions for location-orientation pre-
sented in the previous section were simulated in Mat-
lab. In simulation, the beacons were situated on the
z = 0 plane with b1 = [0 0 0]T , b2 = [5 0 0]T and b3 =
[0 5 0]T (all in meters), which resembles an indoor situ-
ation. The receiver was located on the z =−3 plane and
allowed to move on the square plane whose edge points
are [00 −3]T , [50 −3]T , [05 −3]T and [55 −3]T . The
orientation of the receiver was fixed with the rows of
A set equal to cos[45o 45o 0o]T , cos[135o 45o 0o]T and
cos[90o 90o 0o]T respectively. With this setting, the true
AOA values (αk and βk in degrees) were contaminated
with added error. The error followed a normal distribu-
tion with zero mean and unity variance.

Figs. 3 and 4 show the location error for solution
1 and 2 respectively. Fig. 5 and 6 plot the orienta-
tion error for these solutions respectively. The reso-
lution of the plots is 0.2 m for both the x and y coordi-
nates. The location error was calculated as the distance
between the estimated location and the true location,
while the orientation error for each axis was calculated
as the angle between the estimated direction for that
axis and the true direction. Each figure was the average
of 20 simulation runs. The figures show a general trend
of an increase in error at the corners with the farther-
most corner from the beacons receiving the highest er-
ror, which reflects algorithmic non-convergence at that
spot. However, the error is acceptable around the cen-
ter of the test plane. Such a spatial distribution of the
error can be attributed to the so-called Geometric Dilu-
tion Of Precision (GDOP) [11], that is the effect of the
beacons’ arrangement. Apparently, this effect can be
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reduced by adding a fourth beacon at the farthermost
corner. However, a study of the effect of the GDOP
and identifying the best configuration is left for a fu-
ture publication. It can also be seen that the error in
orientation of the z-axis was always found to be greater
than that associated with the other two axes. It is clear
that is due to error accumulation in Eq. (18).

The figures also show that solution 2 exhibits
slightly better performance for location and worse per-
formance for orientation compared to solution 1. This
is despite the fact that solution 2 uses orientation esti-
mates to find location. This contradiction can be ex-
plained by that Eq. (27) tolerates the noise associated
with the orientation estimates that are affected by the
error accumulation in (21). This interpretation is not
conclusive and should be a subject of consideration in
future works. Table 1 summarizes the results in terms
of the overall mean of location and orientation errors.

Table 1: Mean location and orientation errors.

solution 1 solution 2
Location 0.28 m 0.26 m
x orient. 1.3o 2.6o

y orient. 1.4o 2.1o

z orient. 1.7o 2.9o

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented formulations and two
solutions for the receiver location-orientation prob-
lem using only TDOA/AOA information. It has been
demonstrated that, both location and orientation can be
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Fig. 5: Orientation error surface for solution 1: a) x-
axis b) y-axis c) z-axis.
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determined using as few as three non collinear beacons
and two pairs of orthogonal sensors. Comparison of the
two proposed approaches was performed using simula-
tions.
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